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Friends and Fellow Travelers,

I never really know how to write this part without sounding 
robotic and business formal, but I?m going to try anyway. Bear 
with me. First and foremost, I have to thank all you awesome 
readers and supporters who have helped us grow over the past 
couple years. Without you all, we wouldn?t even be here. I know 
that?s pretty much what everyone says, but it?s the truth. I started 
this thing back in 2012 with nothing more than a lousy internet 
connection and some dingy f lyers made in microsoft word, but it?s 
amazing to think of how much this journal has f lourished. As we 
grew, the project took on editors Valdon Ross and Emily Ramser, 
who have both been a huge help in making this magazine what it 
is today.  Just this past year, we found out that Vagabonds: 
Anthology of the Mad Ones, was nominated for 2014 Best Poetry 
Magazine of the Year by the National Poetry Awards, which was a 
huge honor for us. I don?t know what the future will bring to us, 
but we?ll be plotting on ways to branch out in our artistic 
endeavors and will always bring you one of the best zines in the 
lit world. 

We have always sought out the deranged creatures of the art 
world; engaging souls who have become lost in their craft and 
purposely forget how to come back from their addiction. Kerouac 
would have called us ?The Mad Ones,? and rightfully so. We are 
dreamers who simply love to remain drunk off  of our inspiration 
and genius. Such is the nature of our deliriums. And so, I invite you 
readers, new and old, join us in our ritual extravaganza. I promise, 
you?ll never want to leave. 

-Weasel



?It is good to have an end to journey toward; 
but it is the journey that matters, in the end.? 

?   Ernest Hemingway



Pulling Weeds
T. A. Stanley

It had failed, so I removed my uterus. The doctor and my husband seemed to 
think this was an extreme reaction? it had only been one miscarriage after all. But they 
didn't know what I knew? it was defective. I had always known that. It wasn't right 
inside me. It felt l ike a box trying to f it in an oval. Its sharp corners would poke out, 
stabbing me when I sat down. It weighed me down with all the expectations placed on it. 
It made it dif f icult to walk and almost impossible to run. So, after the miscarriage I went 
into the bathroom and reached up into my vagina with both hands, gripped the dammed 
thing and pulled it right out. It was a rather bloody affair, but less painful than one 
would expect. My uterus didn't even try to f ight me? it slipped right out. The blood 
f lowed out after it, but I felt it immediately begin to heal me from the inside. 

My husband begged from outside the bathroom for me not to do it, but it was 
too late. I let him in and he wept seeing my uterus outside my body. He asked if  we 
couldn't keep it somehow. I felt that I didn't care so he placed it in a glass box which 
rested on the mantel in our living room. The uterus f it perfectly in the box, it seemed to 
even breathe? expanding and contracting with ease in its new case. It looked happy 
there, happier than it had ever been inside me and at f irst this made me happy too. I 
l iked knowing that it was really best for both of us that it not be inside me any more.

Meanwhile, I decided that it did feel empty in me, so I planted a garden and 
over time it grew and I hardly had to do any tending to it. It worked on its own, forming 
its own litt le habitat, its own world inside me. There was a vegetable patch on one side 
with tomatoes and zucchini and pumpkins. On the other side was a citrus orchard like 
the one my grandma had when I was younger? oranges, tangerines, grapefruit and 
lemons. The vegetation crowded out the ovaries, using their eggs and the vestiges of 
monthly blood as fertil izer for their growth. Moving along the path towards the vaginal 
opening were every kind of f lower one could imagine? irises, daffodils, violets, l il ies, 
sunflowers. It made me laugh with such pleasure to feel this in me. And when I opened 
my legs I could feel the sun warming my garden, encouraging it to grow more.

But all this caused my husband much anxiety. He no longer wanted to enter me. 
He worried about the thorns on the rose bushes near the front of me, and the vermin he 
swore he saw scuttl ing around inside when he had the courage to look. I did not deny 
that I missed him. I did what I could to make him feel comfortable, but one day I decided 
I no longer wanted to see my uterus on a mantel in the living room (at night sometimes I 
had seen my husband staring at it rather than coming to bed with me). Its f leshy 
pinkness started to make me feel sick and I woke up in sweats thinking that maybe the 
doctor would f ind a procedure that could put it back inside me, crushing my garden, 
making room for a dif ferent sort of growing. In its box it no longer looked happy. It no 
longer breathed in and out, but vibrated with contained rage. So I smashed the box to let 
it be free and I left without saying goodbye.

After all, I had a world to see. I was a world myself . 
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Whimper 

Trish Hopkinson

after Allen Ginsberg?s ?Howl?

The verses reverberate like a bass drum, vibrate each vertebra, catch like a torn 
f ingernail on f lannel. I press poems out my foref inger and thumb, I force them into 
tangible ink. It?s not enough. I don?t sleep. I l ie in my room and craft phrases, 
pocket-sized howling cubs that nurse at my nipples before biting off  their own 
umbilical cords. I am too tame, too submissive, too afraid. My manuscripts f lutter from 
one corner, try to lif t themselves up, try to f ind the trapdoor to the rooftop. My genitals 
ache with words, wanting to thrust verses into the wind where they?ll be forced into 
waving. I curl up in my den. I whimper.

I try howling, practice until my throat turns phlegm gray and my larynx rattles. I t ilt my 
chin moonward, squeeze eyelid skin into wrinkled oblivion, concentrate on confusion, 
focus only inward, and f inally a gnawed off  scrap surfaces. Pages and pages of angst 
and worn out regurgitations stack in notebooks and folders, surround me in my 
attempts, my f iascos, my cramming. Thirty years pushes out scarce successes and prods 
me for more? more virgin verse drenched in perspiration, more rapid release and less 
lazy lip, the hoisting of anguish, the oozing of marrow from fractures, the pleasure of 
purpose.

Allen wore his skin inside-out. When he blushed, the air around was rose-colored; 
when he cried for his lovers, for himself , for his mother, the tears poured within, a well 
for which there was no bottom, no bucket from which to draw or to drink. He sacrif iced 
the sacred, his lamb of passion, a savior of poets. He pushed his spectacles to the top of 
his nose to see forward and envisioned emotions as alphabetic symbols. We all 
whimper.

Organs and intestines stretched out from left to right, neatly arranged in rows and 
bound with string, then sold under City Lights. Pieces rich with iron-clad allegory, some 
chewy, some tender, all meta-life? unadulterated exposition. Sun-seared, out in the 
open, beneath heat, atop cold, blue veins aching. Flip the front cover and let the 
oxygen in. He howls, ?Dreams! adorations! il luminations! religions! the whole boatload 
of sensitive bullshit!?

Turn hope humbly on its heels and send sympathy to Hell. Our sensitivity is bullshit. 
Our smallness is truth. God is an excuse? flippant and fantastic, f iery and crude, spun 
from cells spun from atoms, all stil l spinning cerebral. I turned thirty and left God 
roadside to hitchhike his way home, his back toward me, his thumb outstretched. I no 
longer see him. Spirituality seeped out of Allen, out of his generation, and seeped into 
me. It?s the getting it back out that?s in question. The cover closed, printed two pages in 
beneath the dedication, ?All these books are published in Heaven.?
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Scratch a Lie & Find a Thief
 henry 7. reneau, jr.

When I read the line: The shipwreck deposited them onto a beach populated by naked 

Heathen savages, cannibals all; my immediate thought is: These survivors are doomed.

They?ve found false salvation, l ike Made in the USA, Iraqi & Afghan children believing

Amerikkkan soldiers are there to bring them freedom, some baseball Devil-mocracy, 

With their monotheistic Holy Trinity of Eternal Suffering Cross, their burgeoning 

Budget of bullets & their Big-Head bucks.

Most often, trouble does not start somewhere on the other side of the world, 

but originates, inside the hypocrisy of Amerikkka? the single, double, 

Triple meaning of outstretched arms, palms turned upward, 

Disguising a nation proselytized In Fraud We Trust?  

Their in-humanitarian aid? the lingering stench of Wall St., l ike air 

After the Great Flood: the crab-barrel stink of everyone pushing ahead of those behind

 

When white boys with guns slaughter white children by the dozen, or spree-kil l 

Moviegoers come to see the Great White Hope, the Dark Knight vigilante 

Cloaked in special effects, but black boys, under the thumb of their Mack God, stil l 

the statistical propaganda of gun violence, as polit icians molt their skins to f it the spin, 

 

Always, the ssss-sanitized hand out to the cowardly masses soon distracted by 

The ultra-viole(n)t rays of reality T.V., cell-phones 

& ticker-tape news: Disaster is over there, faraway, someplace else, 

Censored by Big Business 

Preening their prof its as spoils of war, as survival of the f ittest: 16 seconds 

Between the trigger pulled in Las Vegas 

& the Hellf ire missile ?neutralizes? suspected terrorists in Pakistan. 

After which they will ask: Did we hit a child?   No.   A wedding procession?!! 

CYA in a Babel of many tongues & colors, every alphabet ever, 

competing for signif icance &

Ahead of us more opened box of matches, mirrors shattered, but stil l ref lecting guilt.  
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Starts with quoting scripture & verse to justify evil: If it offends thee, pluck it out?

September 15, 1963: a well-worn, dog-eared bible with f lame-seared pages, 

a child?s shoe gleaned from the smoking ash & rubble of a blown-up church.

Starts with patriotic hand to heart & bold-faced lies:

. . . the man gathered 11bodies, including those of four girls younger than 6,

& set fire to them?

Trouble, 

When they least expected the hate that is synonym for collateral damage:

A means to an end:

The 75 lb. cotton-gin fan barb-wired to a child?s sunken corpse.

Starts with designated victim of acts of God,

Texting as they stroll mindless into traff ic, the latest Smart-phone as secular talisman.

Starts with the same old souls with the same old hungers & fears 

The same old thing over & over, crack-head addiction with the same results:

The advance of Progress bleeding a Trail Of Tears & the ?Peculiar Institution? 

With its legacy of in-just-us written in the verbs of Citizen Picnics & clenched f ists,

Reservations.   The internment camps & Guantanamo Bay. 

Trouble does not start somewhere on the other side of the world, but most often, 

Passing ghost-like through metal detectors, ever arrogant of dissident heartbeats;

Originates

With the judge who issues a warrant for the three-time DUI, the silhouette of wolf  

Emerging from the dark beyond, but never showed in court? starts a stitch in time 

That goes awry:

A smoldering purse discarded on a highway shoulder,

An abandoned work boot with tied shoelaces lying in a pool of congealed blood.

Always, the rescued survivors, the victims, who stopped for a moments rest, 

The ?Thank God Almighty? that starts the trials of Job.
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Satan's Monologue
Kat Lewis

You know, Hell?s not this f iery cesspool you people make it out to be. You have 
all that Puritanical Jonathan Edwards crap about God f licking humans into the f laming 
pits of Hell the way you f l ick a spider off  your desk. That doesn?t happen. Hell?s actually 
not that bad. And I?m not just saying it because I?m it?s overlord or whatever. Yes, from 
time to time, bad things happen to its residents like a limb gets chopped off  or they get 
turned into serpents. But that?s life, right? Or afterlife I should say. Besides the limbs 
almost always grow back. Usually. Sometimes.

Okay, okay. That sounds bad. But for instance, Hemingway's my neighbor. Last 
week he went away to visit Van Gogh in the Seventh Circle and I watched his cat while 
he was gone. It?s a cute litt le thing with six toes. Polydactyl or something. Anyway, the 
thing was an angel. Adorable, cuddly, super playful. God, my kid loved it. He?s begging 
me for a cat now. Isn?t there a saying, love thy neighbor or something? Well, we?ve got a 
lot of love to go around in Hell. Except for my wife. I cannot stand her sometimes. She 
just goes on and on nagging me all the fucking time. Lucy, you forgot to pick up milk on 
your way home. Lucy, when are you gonna clean the gutters? Lucy, you shouldn?t have 
cursed that poor baby because her mother pissed you off . Lucy, this. Lucy, that. I hate it 
when she calls me Lucy. And if  I ever say anything back to her Lord help me because 
what they say is true. Hell hath no fury like a woman fucking scorn.



Frigidaire® Dreams

Arthur Levine

Bob wasn?t sure if  he died and came back or if  he just woke up from a weird 
dream.

He opened the fridge and there, behind a soggy brown head of last week?s 
lettuce, two half-eaten cans of baked beans, and the f ive remaining bottles of a sixer of 
craft beer that tasted to him like turpentine and piss, was part of the left arm of his 
signif icant other.

So, as it turned out, it was neither. 
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She's an alabaster history

in complete shambles

marble skulled

blind eyed

bright

her vil lains are lovers

at the ready

with detailed plots

and inexact maps

I am her Lewis

and Clark 

schizophrenic

and identifying with the Chinooks

on the Columbia

she's a beaver pelt mama

loving my All-American ambitions

on the way to the National Championship

while sitt ing out

the Sugar Bowl

in the voodoo shop watching 

the black and white TV of forgotten

days 

we f licker the paradox of sharp focus

past

with the end zone and Pacif ic in sight

I love her on the grand staircase

of the museum

made for Tzara's match

with tens of the thousands of Chinese

tourists

up from their New Jersey hotels

machine gunning

cameras capturing

every moment

to delete

she is well tuned for a big break

      down

and once the drums start to pound

restless we'll make our way

to one of the better games

in town

All-American
John Greiner
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Sarah in the Bath, Meet Sarah in the Poem
John Grey

The cops never came once to interview my poetry.

The August 2006 issue of a litzine could have

have told them everything they needed to know

but they searched her drawers instead,

looking for the diary she never kept,

the letters no one ever wrote.

The cops made sure all the blood in that room was hers.

Those copious red stains...l ike that's all blood is.

And they held up the razor to the light.

But it wasn't the light the razor needed.

They even called in the medical examiner,

the poet laureate of wrists and veins and steam.

But his work was not for public consumption.

And mine is in the pages of a book.

I dug out the evidence as soon as I heard.

There it was, between odes to cit ies from the air,

to sex, to forest walks and drunken nights...

what a woman feels and the way that I report it.

Any fool could pick this out of a lineup.

The kil ler confesses in every line.

And they wonder why she didn't leave a note.

How many notes does it take to change a light bulb

in some dumb sergeant's skull.

But cops don't believe in art.

And how can you even believe in people

when all you know are dead ones.

So come look at this,

you ignorant minions of the law,

page after page of nothing but proof.

So you have a corpse...

well what you have is nothing.

I have her living and that's where the real death is.



I defy you, historical fallout,

I defy you to categorize me, categorize us.

Men of intrinsic riverboat gypsy hearts

gone f lying to the clouds of the mind,

Bacchus-lovers, drinkers from animal skins,

come phantom naming in the guise

of exquisite corpses, I defy you.

Ovid-mating, the stag-headed brow

of an arrow pierced litt le-deer Frida.

What mutations of the cells emanate now

from the fauna of smoke stacks and radiation?

What f loral detritus blooms now

in the Godhead of androgynous deities

of wind and crushed bone?

Come carve your stone for awhile

engineers of pyramids and mausoleums

drinking the light of dried-up riverbeds

in the name of jeweled gods and fortressed

hearts, turned to dust and starving spirits.

I beg and defy you also, green algae

and crumbled jimsonweed, scatter your

pattern of exhale in the name of birth

and language that I, we, might lose

ourselves forever in the forked trees

of Banyan consciousness and the humor 

of chromosomes.  Come forth goat-eyed

Einsteinium-Appolonians, Egyptian wall-

street heart-failures, downed forests ignored

14

Across the Human Spectrum
Barry Yeoman



by the plugged-ears of currency philosophers.

Come forth and categorize chaos

in the minds-eye like a Stieglitz tree

standing tall in its concrete-metal cell

in the acid-rain of progressive clippity-clop.

Come forth and categorize the blood-soaked soil

of spartan discipleship and Manson manipulated

covert world-mania in the name of God,

mutated by the death-thril l; Morrison's Oedipus-

eyed spirituality.  I defy you.  I defy you

to map the galaxies in the name of

shackled constellations categorized by the 

il lumination of l ight-years and il lusions of dark

space.  I defy you to categorize me, us,

the sewer eel, stall ion gnat and inf initesimal

Darwinian urge, a fraction of which

raises steel , stone, and glass through

a trumpet of years, bellowed by philanthropists

f inancing the bloodbaths of global dots

spinning toward inertial nirvana like

conch shells shattered by almighty words.

I defy you.  I defy you to categorize me, us,

by the roll-call of industrial ejaculations

or archaic spending habits, shrouded

in the death semen , tainted by lead,

mercury, and animal fat.  I defy you

to dissect and recreate your Frankensteinian 

thesis in the name of humanity, I defy you.
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Shit Flavored Shit

C. F. Roberts

      ?You have pretty tits.? Typed Eddie.

       He and Lou Ann were f irst round Go Home losers at the Slam earlier in the evening 
and they were among a gang of other folks who went out for a beer afterwards. If  that 
wasn?t enough bonding to get intimate, what was?

    He thought about it for a second. He took a pull on the bottle of Thunderbird. What 
kind of a barbarian was he? He backtracked a litt le.

     ?You have pretty tits and I?d love to fuck you.? Better, he thought. He was deliberate 
in his use of the word, ?love?.  It showed that this would not be a shallow encounter. 
?Like? and ?love? delineated the dif ference between a vapid f l ing and a soulful 
experience.

     Words were Eddie?s business.

     And Lou Ann did have some pretty splendid tits. Words were something that should 
be used with expertise and technique, but goddammit, sometimes you just needed to 
call a duck a duck, didn?t you?

     He read back on the email and contemplated whether it was enough.

     ?Your poetry is pretty rad, too.? He took another pull off  the bottle and wondered 
whether he was drunk enough to hit SEND yet.

      Shit, society was a joke. How many brain dead schmucks made a ritual of the f lowers, 
the candy, the dinner and the movie, the long, stupid, futile courtship all for the simple 
want of a pink pearl on the tongue? Why was it a big deal? Fallacies of a culture 
strangling in its own trappings and bullshit, he supposed. He polished off  the 
Thunderbird and went in search of stronger brain lube.

    What?s the word? Thunderbird? What?s the price? Fif ty twice. That was how the old 
radio jingles went. The price for Thunderbird had probably not been f if ty twice in eons. 
He had never heard the old radio jingles---Margie at work had told him that. She 
remembered the old radio jingles.

    Eddie didn?t l isten to the radio much---the radio was for sheep.

     He rummaged around the pantry and decided Tequila was next on the menu.

     ?You have pretty tits and I?d love to fuck you.? Well, shit, why not? It was good enough 
for the barnyard, wasn?t it?  

    He took his f irst mouthful of Tequila and his body f l inched. After too much Tequila he 
usually got into f ights. All of which he lost. Fortunately, here in the privacy of his home, 
all there was to brawl with was the constraint of polite society?s bullshit conventions. 
Good deal, good deal.

    Telling Lou Ann her poetry was rad was only half  a line?  after hearing her eighth 
fail ing slam poem about some mook leaving her crying in a piss-stained bed he f igured 
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what she desperately needed was a guy with heart. The heart she didn?t need was that 
of old Billy ?The Captain? Dugan, who hung down front haranguing her and tell ing her 
?confessional poetry is the earmark of an immature voice? and ?stop preaching to the 
choir.? Well, maybe what Lou Ann needed was the choir---not the good advices of 
self-important aging hippies who thought they owned the place.

    Sleeping with mooks was going to hurt her, ult imately, but there were always 
remedies to that.

     Billy reasoned for the twelf th time that being direct and honest about what he 
wanted did not make him a mook.

     ?You have pretty tits and I?d love to fuck you.? He pounded more Tequila. Poor, 
defenseless worm, dead at the bottom? curse you, Mexico, he thought, and your cottage 
industry of worm murder. 

     He had to resign himself  to the fact that he lived in a death culture where dropping an 
innocent and unknowing creature into a bottle of poison for the pleasure of yahoos was 
just peachy but expressing a desire to fuck someone was somehow taboo. Hell with it.

     We?re poets, right? He thought. We can say what we want, do what we want and f loat, 
gurgling, to the bottom of the bottle of experience. Leave convention to the rubes. 
Right?

Right.

     Damn right.

    With some degree of strain, he vanquished the Tequila. He didn?t down the worm. It 
was an act of quiet revolution, he decided, against every bit of phony decorum his social 
betters applauded, against heartless douchebags who left sensitive girls weeping in 
piss-stained beds, against old Billy ?The Captain? Dugan and his brand of poetic 
totalitarianism, against tonight?s random gaggle of slam judges and against the barbaric 
bottl ing practices of Mexico. He staggered over to the trashcan and gave the worm its 
unceremonious-but-defiant burial next to some petrif ied cat food.

      He made it back to the computer, although he would not be able to recall later how 
he had carried this off .

    ?You have pretty tits and I?d love to fuck you. Your poetry is pretty rad, too.? It was 
perfect, l ike crystal. Nothing more needed to be said.

    Words were Eddie?s business.

       He hit SEND.

       He smiled.
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I pity the guy down the hall --

David Stallings

I pity the guy down the hall?

those crippling asthma and back problems, 

his I just can?t manage attitude.

What can I do to show compassion? 

Maybe help with housekeeping chores

would make him feel better.

Actually, I think I?m sorta in love with him. 

I mean, I must be, because I?m feeling 

so romantic. 

I hope he knows 

how seriously I take him?

how much I think about 

our budding relationship.

It?s just that he moves so slow.

Waiting for him drives me crazy,

but I tell myself , OK, I?ll wait 

for five more minutes, because

I?m a patient person.

With my newfound clarity, 

I don?t have to take men?s crap 

the way I used to.
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if  you daydreamed that you 

were the man

shoveling refuse 

from the stalls 

housing rich men?s horses;

the riding crop your reward

for dropping your load,

you would stop dreaming;

if  you daydreamed that you 

were the six year old child

sold to a textile mill

one f inger already partially severed;

sleeping on a dirt f loor in between shif ts,

you would stop dreaming;

if  you daydreamed that you 

were the eleven year old girl

facing the tenth time that day

another anxious member

paying 2 rupees to believe

he was spoiling your virginity,

you would stop dreaming;

American Daydreams

David E. Cowen

if you were any of them

and dreamed you sat sullen

in a coffee shop

your caramel laden frappaccino

growing warm from your desolation

of the drudgery of your desk

pouting over the nail split on a keyboard;

or despondent over the broken analog stick

on your game console;

you would stop dreaming.



Industrial Night
Howie Good

Bodies, waxen, full of imperfections, visibly hostile to their usual occupants, 
disappeared through a quaint door into the cool of postmodernism, and stil l 
later, spider webs papered over the windows, the all-too-real effect of 
absence. There wasn?t time to launch a whole new investigation, complete 
with men in stark white jumpsuits dril l ing through the f loor. It occurred to me 
that maybe history was a series of conspiracies after all. So I pressed my eyes 
shut, the dark dotted with forgotten computer passwords and obsolete 
antiques and many fewer stars than I remembered there being. 
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Thou

David Stallings

The four-year-old begins to cry, 

curls into his seat, overwhelmed 

by the f lashing lights and roar

of CenturyLink Field, its amplif ied 

bass and boom, the bellow

of the looming soccer fan behind him.

The boy leans toward his father,

who offers a nibble of cheddar cheese

from a Ziploc bag, 

then folds his arms
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Kitty at the Window

Gary Mielo

Overlaying Coltrane?s frantic rif fs of ?Greensleeves? in the vaporous grotto of the 
Village Vanguard, I hear the past?s noon sirens and tugboat horns rising up from the 
bowels of the Jersey waterfront. His sax releases me from the present and the future 
with just the right t incture of lament. It reawakens images of Kitty, a high school dropout 
who occasionally worked as a car hop in a drive-in White Castle, where I met her, who 
shared with me a love of jazz.

I never knew, or even cared to know, her full name. For that matter, none of the people 
she hung around with cared. Kitty suff iced.

Kitty was my f irst. One long night on the couch that I used to see through a dusty screen. 
Late. Everyone asleep, except us, squirming, screaming.

 She inhabited a world that was repelling and attractive. I?m not sure where Kitty really 
l ived.  All I knew was that she perpetually hung out in a friend?s dimly lit, ground-level 
apartment that fronted a street that didn?t have any lampposts or trees. Many grey, old 
people inhabited the numerous three-and four-story apartment buildings.  Only electric 
blue sputters of innumerable living room TV sets penetrated the darkness. 

Kitty loved to sit in the shadowy living room with the phosphorescent f l icker of a silent 
television in the background, casting light to dark blue highlights all over her face and 
body. 

We talked, hesitantly. I never was sure what to say. We just l iked being together, sort of. 

 Kitty?s dwelling place was rented by Betty Jean, appropriately nick-named BJ, a 
lower-echelon Baby doll who looked and moved like a feline in heat. 

Betty Jean and her people were bunched together in a f irst-f loor one-bedroom f lat. A 
single window faced the street. Inside I could barely see a worn, brown sofa, a brown 
linoleum f loor, and two faded chairs that faced a big wooden box of a TV set. Nothing 
was hung on the walls. 

Betty Jean?s mother, a 300-pound behemoth of a woman, sat nearly ?round the clock in a 
thickly padded corduroy chair that could electronically eject and reseat her viscous 
carcass. Nearby, usually on the f loor sat Buster, a thin wisp of a man, less than f ive foot 
one in height and weighing no more than 98 pounds.

Apparently, one day he wandered into the apartment. Neither Betty Jean nor her mother 
knew who he was or where he came from. In fact, no one even bothered to ask. When I 
met these characters, he had been lodging with them for years. 

Buster seemed to possess a blissfully happy grin accompanied by a reassuring brief nod 
of the head. I?m not sure if  he ever spoke. But he faithfully and eagerly remained at the 
beck and call of BJ?s mom. 

I?m not sure if  mom ever spoke. She was either eating or sleeping in front of the 
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always-on TV set.  

Even so, I l iked seeing Kitty, whose green eyes, shock of f laming red hair, and coy Irish 
puckered lips highlighted her 16-year old face. A perpetually half-empty bottle of 
blackberry brandy? her trademark as she called it? was always at her side.

With Kitty, who was armed with a borrowed driver?s license from the 22-year-old Betty 
Jean, I would borrow a friend?s draft card, which would add a year, four inches in height, 
and 25 pounds to my age and frame; and, late every Friday night, we would sneak across 
the sinews of the Palisades though the tunnel into the seemingly empty city. And listen.

We haunted the city?s jazz clubs where Miles blew, Mingus with Dolphy screamed, Evans 
and the MJQ soothed. We loved all the syncopated, fatalistically expressive rhythms, the 
frantic, the plaintive; the wails of freedom, the schizophrenic harmony that could only 
be felt late at night in the city.

Cleansing. Concretely spiritual. Explosively rejuvenating. 

Maybe it was the music or being with Kitty, or maybe it was something even more 
indefinite; but as the months and innumerable nights in these clubs passed I changed, 
became more absorbed, more understanding, more incredulous. 

Unfortunately, Kitty grew more withdrawn, more aloof, more indif ferent. 

Then one day she told me that she had spent a drunken night fucking Buster. 

Buster. Fucking Buster. 

 Shattered, I forever withdrew from the window of the stone building that suddenly 
looked like a mottled, decaying mausoleum.  My last image was of her sunken form on 
the dilapidated sofa, barely revealing the indent of her body, l istening to Frankie 
Dunlop?s fading castanets from Mingus?s ?Tijuana Moods? on a scratchy LP. 

The pungent smells of cat urine and disinfectant rising from the linoleum f loor amply 
foretold her future.  

Trane?s set ends and with it the blurred images of the congested club come back with a 
lurid glare into focus. Percussive throbs ring in my ears. They merge with the staccato 
commotion of people leaving.

Outside, I l ight my 60th cigarette of the day, and crush the empty pack of Camels, 
leaving only the hump of the beast exposed. I toss it into the grainy stream of 
awakening traff ic on Seventh Avenue and head blocks uptown toward a chrome and 
marble tiled diner for a forgetful breakfast, stunned by what I?ve heard and recalled. 

The transition from night to day will be slow, hesitant.
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blood moon.
Laura Kitzmiller

the wolves in my heart

howl at the moon

in yours,

blood-hot.

autumn night chill

star-punched sky, l ights

garden path

to your door,

to you.

wild, the wolves paw

thirsty, hungry, impatient.

the uneclipsable full moon

an open watchful eye

steady-bright, ready

pulses pound, skin electrif ied

jaws open,

consume, devour, delight

heartbeats quicken--

do not be quiet

do not be gentle

the earth shif ts on its axis,

the moon moves the tides,

and the wolves

            learn how to swim.
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Tattoo
Kat Lewis

You buzz. I f l inch. Draw blood. Feel me

twitch. As you inject your ink

below my skin, burn me. Stitch me

with words. Sew my f lesh with dull shades.

Weave that needle through my ribs.

Be sure to cover all the scars

from where the bones splintered on his way out

with a grey heart in hand.

Patch up. Scab up. Peel back. Fall off

lazy like black bloody snowflakes.

Touch my side. Skin swollen, read words

like braille. I?m branded.

Connect scars under the tattoo.

Find a map to a heart?s old grave.

Hear my spade crunch through dirt and watch

me dig him one too.
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Survivor: The Sequel
 henry 7. reneau, jr.

And it came to pass . . . 

A group of them came to a wide, raging river they had to cross to get to the Smart phone 
on the other side. They had to let their ?invisible friends,? whom they had recently 
?liked? on Facebook, know: whr we at. One had to remind Citi-Bank that they stil l hadn?t 
replaced the $2,520.36 that the identity thief had spent buying Smart phones, porn 
magazines and lingerie, and two of them stil l had to buy $200.00 concert t ickets 
remaining on sale for seats in the nosebleed section of the theater. They couldn?t wait to 
hear the American Idol one-hit wonder lip-synch the song that Billboard told them was 
the latest no. 1 hit with a bullet.

The f irst of them, a Think-Green acolyte, says: Let?s get all the waste plastic and build a 
bridge across the river. That will help the environment while recycling the plastic.

They all discussed the idea for twenty-three minutes amongst themselves, but nixed the 
plan for what seemed a better solution. They had all, after all, been weaned on the belief 
that a democracy only yields to the collective voice, the majority, no matter that it made 
sense or not. 

The urban designer, shrouded in a visualization of acclaim and monument as legacy, 
made a motion to dam the river to slow its f low to a trickle: We all could then wade 
across easily.

The immediately animated and appalled environmentalist was quick to point out the 
error in that plan: There is a species of near-extinct bridal algae that l ives on a f ive foot 
length of this river. Altering the f low of the river could disturb their natural habitat, 
disrupt the food chain and consequently lead to their extinction.

What to do?

The CEO steps up with a gleam in his eyes and visions of prof it dancing about his hollow 
conscience, a dollar sign for a corrupted heart: How about I hire all of you to part-t ime 
jobs to build a boat that you could use to cross the river. I could even sell it to the group 
at a discounted price, after markup to defray production costs! 

The oil tycoon quickly seconded the motion, having already calculated a maximum 
prof it: I can supply all the imported gasoline you need at a cut-rate price.

The environmentalist frantically interjected:  You can?t be serious! The use of fossil fuel 
would again do irreparable damage to the natural habitat, forever destroying the food 
chain.

The federal employee decided his pragmatic authority was the only way to solve this 
problem: I propose that I assemble an ad hoc committee to delegate private sector 
studies towards compiling a list of solutions, which can then be put forth to implement 
the formation of legislation to create a standard operating procedure, a protocol in 
effect, to init iate an environmentally safe, economically expedient and legally 
sanctioned means of crossing the river. I will of course have to compile a budget to 



forward to the Congressional Finance Committee so as to procure the funds to cover 
committee, private sector and legislative costs.

Five years later, and now a further 2 bil l ion dollars in debt, after having blindly followed 
the government?s proposal, the group congregated on the far bank of the now dry river 
bed looking like goddamn fools. Upstream developers had used big-business lobbied 
loopholes of eminent domain to divert the course of the river two years prior, despite 
massive non-violent protest, and of course, regrettably, the algae had succumbed to 
extinction once their habitat dried up.

Besides having gone into debt? as the federal employee twice requested, and received, 
additional funds that grossly inf lated the init ial agreed upon amount? they now crossed 
the river to discover a now outdated Smart phone in which the battery had corroded; 
victims of their t imes and fools for the ages. Too litt le, too late they realized the blind 
leading the blind only blinded the third eye of common sense. 

Adding ruin to their rage, their ?invisible friends,? having received no response to 
repeated calls to the out of reach phone on the far bank, quickly posted ?un-friends? to 
the group?s Facebook page.
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An Accidental Encounter of Species

David E. Cowen

The eyes are the f irst thing

Big golden things

Adapted for their environment

But those wide mouths

Always opening to such wide darkness

Cute though 

How they come up to the glass as I draw near

I love to watch them feed as well 

Striking at their food

But the cloudy air they must breathe

No wonder we lose so many

Only the few hardy ones returning to

The smooth barrier that holds them in

What a shame

They do not have gills l ike me

And do not taste the sweet waters that surround me.



Feathers

Carolyn Adams

I live in a room

I can?t keep strangers

out of.

Locks don?t help,

closed doors and windows

mean nothing.

They want my

feather pil lows, 

they want

what keeps me

comfortable.

As if  they?re feasting

on unease,

and want to turn 

inside-out

my sense of home.

Does this mean 

I should be traveling?
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**Something will f it on this page...**

Run for Your Life
Kitty Oberly



page count

set to constant reset

my toenails are too long

but they grow so god damn fast

I am naked

sitt ing on my robe,

I wonder why the windows are closed

but I don't get up,

I'm too busy typing

there was a group of girls

on the balcony below

they didn't stay up too late

probably tired from work or school

retire after a few drinks

I taste beer in my throat

tho I've had none,

writ ing poetry always conjures

that taste, l ike stale pretzels

and old beer, l ike failure

or tiny pin pricks on my scalp,

I felt my stomach drop

when I got my hair trimmed today

like my intestines slipped out

and back in, l ike a roller coaster ride,

like vertigo, maybe,

I understand there's something beyond,

it was written in the fallen strands,

dead ends, wet curled forgotten

cuts,

I wish the light could be dimmed

but it 's one setting,

I am alone in the night that's too much

like the day, poison light,

what must be going on all those miles away,

it must be something,

I think I'l l sleep soon,

I'l l do it for those who can't,

there's always somebody awake

when they shouldn't be, somewhere.
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Tom Pescatore



The Trials of Father Johanon
Mitchell Krockmalnik Grabois

1.

I wade into the peasantry like Moses into the Red Sea, but these peasants lack the 
dignity of reedy water that quivers with the spirit of God. These peasants f ilm 
themselves beating each other up, sometimes in ancestral native dress, sometimes in 
ghetto threads. Turn on YouTube and see them.

I?m drinking Pepto-Bismol and Stoli as a prophylactic. I watch the Polizia carry their 
machine guns. They are old fashioned machine guns, recycled from Chicago gangsters. 

I retreat to my courtyard, to the rough bath. I strip, l if t my right leg over the lip of the 
tank. My balls hang low, brush the concrete. My servant averts her eyes. What will she do 
for money, she stil l wonders. How far will she go?

She has wondered this for years, as long as Love in the Time of Cholera, and she stil l 
wonders and stil l does nothing outside her proper role of servant.

2. 

As Habakkuk 3:18 attests: Though the cherry trees don't blossom and the strawberries 
don't ripen, though the apples are worm-eaten and the wheat f ields stunted, though the 
sheep pens are sheepless and the cattle barns empty, I exult in the f irm young bodies 
entrusted to my care.

We direct our worship outward, but do we ever feel worshiped ourselves? I worship 
them. I give them the experience of being adored. I give them a small portion of 
Godhood. They will remember me forever.

3.

Strawberry is the f lavor of innocence, of holiness. I dream of casting off  these robes, 
inf licted on me by my parents, the papacy, and God, and putting on a blue-collar shirt, 
Craftsman jeans and going to work in an ice cream factory, crushing strawberries.
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Erwin

Matthew R. Laurion

The Searcy County Fair is an underwhelming spectacle of six-cent prizes and 
unshaved carnies of every gender. Each stand is the world's best and it 's the only place 
you can buy square pizza. For three hundred and f if ty-f ive days a year the vacant lot 
behind Searcy Elementary School waits behind a rusted chain-link fence. Erwin and the 
other fourth graders stain their f ingers and shirts, hanging and waiting for fried dough 
and ring toss. And before long, the gaping lot is trampled to a muddy, pungent pulp of 
rotting hay and ticket stubs. Before long, the hundred and thirty-seventh annual Searcy 
County Fair banner droops between two decommissioned f iretrucks. Before long, 
Erwin's sister is gnawing at a candied apple and Erwin's father is asking his wife is she's 
seen their son.

It only costs a dollar to see the world?s largest pig. The sign says amazing and 
half-ton hog.

'It 's bigger than you.'

'So?'

'It 's bigger than me.'

Erwin studies the man, arms crossed and reclining in a metal folding chair. He's 
a pretty big size for a man. But for a pig. A pig would have to be bigger than him to be 
the world?s biggest.

'How big?'

'He'd feed your school for a week.'

Erwin looks back at the brick building beyond the fence.

'Where's your dad?'

Erwin shrugs.

'Does he know where you are?'

'He gave me this knife for my birthday.' Erwin pulls a f ist from his pocket and 
opens it to the man. 'It 's pretty sharp.' The red plastic turns in his f ingers and he unfolds 
the blade. 'I wish it was bigger though.' He runs his thumb against the blade's edge. 'I 
haven't really used it yet.' The tent is small. It 's wide but it 's small. Too small for the 
world's largest pig. Even if  it did f it it wouldn't barely have room to stand. Couldn't have 
room to move around or anything. And it must be dark in there. And hot.

'Are you going in or not?' 

Erwin is standing, staring, drawing his thumb across the knife.

'Do you have any money?'

Erwin blinks and looks at the man. 'I've got seven dollars.' Erwin folds his knife 
and trades his pocket for the money. 'Here.' The man gestures to the opening and Erwin 
steps through.

It 's warm in the tent. Hot. And the smell is sharp and familiar. Like the bathroom 
after dad. But more. The sounds of the fair leak through the canvas. They're far away. 
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Erwin stands at the entrance and winces. One red f loodlight is groaning in the corner 
above his head. When his eyes adjust Erwin f inds the metal pen and presses his body 
against it.

There is a f leshy mass spread over a dark and f lattened plot of soiled hay. Erwin 
stares, unsure until she jerks in sleep. His eyes widen and he cranes his neck over the 
pen. Erwin looks down to see her head, snout pushed against metal. He crouches low. 
She sighs deeply. A trail of snot shines from her snout. He whispers hello and f inds a 
clean piece of straw. He brushes it over her snout. She doesn't move. Erwin glances 
towards the entrance and touches the litt le britt le of grass to her nostril. He pushes the 
stock further and in until she snorts and recoils. He feels the ground move as she 
struggles to stand.

Erwin stands over her pen, looking down at her swollen body. He pats her, 
looking down on her human back. Sounds like one. Feels like one. She pushes some dark 
hay around with her snout. Feces drop from under her tail. The smell is somehow worse. 
Sharper. It 's a people smell. Erwin gathers some clean hay and waves it in her face. She 
looks up and smells it. Her eyes are a human's. Blue and sad. 'You don't l ike hay? What 
do you eat if  you don't eat hay? You've got to eat. Everyone does. I mean everything. But 
you're so big. You've got to eat a lot since you're so big. And there isn't even any food in 
here.'

The pen looks shrunk around her. And she touches both ends when she stands. 
Her snout grazes one side, her rump rubs the other, chaffed raw and weeping. 'Doesn't 
that hurt?' She looks at him and he steps back. They're so blue, her eyes. Her teats are 
bulging and red. 'Do you even like it in here?' She snorts, looking at him, and lays again 
with a heavy sigh. Erwin sits cross-legged and leans forward ? elbows on knees, chin on 
hands. 'You can't l ike it in here. Animals don't l ike to be kept in. My sister's f ish didn't 
l ike to be in his bowl. I always thought that since she got him last year at the fair. I didn't 
even think they could live that long. But she got him last year at the fair. My dad says 
they can live even longer than a year. Even said in the wild they can grow huge. That it 
depends how big the place they live in is. He was pretty tiny, l ike this,? Erwin holds his 
index f inger and thumb apart. ?And his bowl was like,' he holds his hands out, measuring, 
'this big. Really small so me and my dad set him free.? Erwin scratches his head and looks 
at the entrance. ?My sister said we kil led him but we didn't even though I'd thought 
about it. Not to be mean, to put him out of his misery. That's what grandpa did with Kid, 
our retriever when he got hit by a car while my parents were in St. John. I thought it 
wasn't good to kil l him but grandpa said sometimes it 's better to just put something out 
of its misery. So we carried Kid out back and grandpa shot him here.? Erwin makes a gun 
with his hand and touches the barrel to the space between her eyes. ?Grandpa said 
doesn?t he look more peaceful? I said yes but I didn?t really think so. There was a lot of 
blood and his face didn?t look the same.? He pokes her again between the eyes. She 
blinks and pulls away. ?But we didn't kil l the f ish even though my sister said we did. She 
thinks she's smarter just because she's a year and six months older. We just let him go, 
not kil led him.' Erwin looks down and plays with the hay under his shoes. 'I would have 
done that for the f ish, l ike grandpa did for Kid, our retriever, but we set him free instead.' 
The pig sighs again and blinks at Erwin. 'But they'd never let you go I bet. Even if  they 
should. I know him.' He looks toward the entrance of the tent. 'He's nice but he's not that 
nice. Did you know he?s making a dollar off  every person that looks at you??' Erwin puts 
his hands in his pocket. He turns his knife in his f ingers. 'You should be free. Pigs 
shouldn't be in tents. Even if  they are the world?s biggest which I don't really think you 
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are.? Erwin unfolds the blade a litt le and lets it snap closed. ?But what if  you're like a 
goldf ish?' Erwin stops turning the knife and feels the folded blade. Warm. 'If  you're this 
big in a tiny pen you'd grow so big if  you were free. Too big I bet. Like, dinosaur big. 
Maybe they have to keep you in here because you'd grow too big and squish people or 
eat all the food in Searcy County and they're too nice or scared to put you out of your 
misery.' Erwin takes the knife from his pocket and rests it on his open palm. 'But it?s 
mean trapping you in here too.' Erwin unfolds the knife. It ref lects red in the f loodlight. 
?Someone should have done something before you got so big instead of put you in here.? 
Erwin taps the tip of the blade against the metal pen. ?But nobody could know you?d get 
so big.? He moves the knife and brushes the f lat end against her snout. ?Somebody 
should do something instead of keeping you in like this.? Erwin twists the blade. The 
sharp end rests on her snout. He pushes the knife forward and she recoils. Red trickles a 
litt le off  her snout, soiling the hay.

Erwin's father looks around and frowns. He offers to go and f ind their son. His 
wife says alright, and we'll meet you at the Ferris wheel. They part and he begins 
walking toward the entrance of the fair. He passes loud and lit games and attractions, 
prizes not really worth the effort. A dark eyed vendor offers a hat for four popped 
balloons. Five bucks a try, f irst throw's free. He passes and sees a stand lined with 
f ishbowls. He stops and looks down at the prizes. He wonders if  he should try to win his 
daughter another. She'd cried when the last one died. Erwin was there. He'd found it in 
that dead f ish pose and asked if  he was dead like Kid. Jesus, what a bloodbath that had 
been. No, he?d said, trying to avoid the subject, Kid was dif ferent. He'd told Erwin it was 
asleep because he and his wife had yet not discussed how to handle death with their 
children. So he'd told him it was asleep. Erwin had followed him into the bathroom and 
watched his father pour the f ish into the toilet. Erwin asked what are you doing? Is he 
going to the ocean to be free? Mom says all water goes to the ocean. And he?d said yes, 
it 's going to the ocean. He?d meant the ocean so it wasn?t a lie. Erwin thought that was 
good, that he?d felt bad for him, trapped in the bowl, unable to grow and he should be 
free, that it would better to be dead than stuck in a tiny bowl. Erwin's father didn't know 
what to say to that. But when his sister came home and asked, what's happening? Erwin 
f lushed the toilet and said, your f ish is asleep and me and dad are setting him free and 
don't be sad because he is going to live in the ocean and grow huge. Erwin had held his 
arms apart to show just how huge. And his sister screamed to watch her f ish circle the 
porcelain and hear the bowl cough up clean water. She screamed, you kil led it and I hate 
you and she cried and Erwin asked if  they'd really kil led the f ish. But they'd not 
discussed how to handle death with their children and he wanted to stop the screaming 
so his father said no we only f lushed him. But she screamed and Erwin said he liked that 
he was free now, that it was much better than dying, but she screamed and ran to her 
room. Erwin only smiled down at the empty toilet bowl and said sometimes it?s hard 
doing the right thing, huh dad? Can we get another dog?

Erwin's father f l inches from his thoughts to hear a high, wrenching wail. Like 
chalk screaming on a chalkboard. Worse. A roil ing three pitch wheeze, thick, high and so 
sharp like gargling marbles made of helium. Drawn out long with fear and pain. And he 
looks to hear and see a cursing man and a crying child, bloody and sobbing, being 
dragged from a tent that said, amazing and half-ton hog. Erwin, red and yelling, f ist 
clenched around his now used knife, cries she hates it in there and she?s not even the 
biggest, put her out of her misery.
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harbingers.
Laura Kitzmiller

low slung cobalt-ash clouds

breathe in and out

arise and dissipate

everything is music

snow drips melting

from trees onto pine-needled f loor,

feet hit 

muddy earth

trace rivulets downhill.

rabbit in the middle

of the path, slows me down

wide-eyed, pacif ied. 

thunder rolls in, gusts shake trees

ravens call

steadying wings against wind

and mountains

stand proud through all.

hold both:

hurricanes within me

and yet an immovable stil lness,

center at everything.

synchronicity, unleash--

we are all wild and free.
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Loads of Laughs

Neil S. Reddy

I'm having loads of laughs

biting my lip, 

kitchen sitt ing in chip fat spit. 

Since you've been gone, 

I've laughed a lot about

wet days and damp socks,

but look what you left me with

a broken heart and a

smoking fridge. 

It?s been the time of my life 

since you've been gone.

Everything splendid there's nothing wrong

with listening to the radio clones, 

and your rabid voice on the answer phone.

My heart?s aching like a locked backbone 

but how I love living alone.

Life, l ife and all the best bits,

I'm cold gristle chewing and too stubborn to quit.

Here comes another 70 hour week. 

Utterly empty and constantly bleak,

but I'l l do alright in my warehouse shoes,

with my paper cuts and my tabloid truths, 

but it 's getting a bit much when there's nothing for lunch 

but stale eggs and cigarette butts

and now there's a crack in my favourite mug.

God I just can't get enough of this l ife, l ife

And all the best bits,

I'm cold gristle chewing and too stubborn to quit.
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I'm going to outline dif ferent ways I found you

to discourage you 

by tell ing

the real goal of any talk or speech

& gain power 

over this very special technique 

that has never been seen

& gain power

by learning to become peaceful

& listen

and not just hear

but l isten

enthralled 

and become excited with you

I've decided to stop spending so much time

submitting to literary establishments

because-

"WOO FUCKING HOO!

YOU

have been published in the Paris Review,

but how many lives did you change?"

14 Ways to Box in Literature & Refuse Conversation:
Jeremiah Walton
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I wish

I was strong enough

to concentrate my mind

but the Miracle Mind Manifesting Program refused me

I mailed a dead bird to the MFA

and f ilmed a live one f l ipping up and down 

excitedly

cause he cracked the eggs of someone passionate to be alive

How often do you take the time to listen to your heart beating,

your lungs breathing?

I've never given a shit 

about calories before.

Lifestyle strategies: $9.99 a month

Essential guide to supporting youthful memory: $20.99 a month

Happiness: walking out the door
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The Anti-Psychologist

Philippe Refghi 

P entered the dimly lit off ice for the f irst t ime. He found an older man, presumably the 
anti-psychologist, sitt ing quietly at his desk in the far right corner of the room.

?Why have you come to see me?? the anti-psychologist asked.

?I feel I should be here,? answered P uncertainly. 

?Well?  sit,? the older man told him, pointing toward the sofa chair in the opposite 
corner. 

P crossed the room and sat down shaking, his eyes focusing on anything but the man 
watching him. 

?Look at me,? the old man ordered. 

?I can?t,? replied P. 

?Shouldn?t you be at the off ice on the other side of the street?? the anti-psychologist 
asked, ?I don?t remember having seen you here in my practice before.?

?Oh, but I come here all the time. Don?t you remember?? replied P. 

?No, I don?t.?

P sat quietly in his chair, playing with the hem of his shirt uncomfortably. A truck drove 
by outside, engine sputtering and roaring. P jumped, body shaking and jolt ing with every 
unexpected noise from outside. 

?Look at me!? the doctor suddenly burst.

?Before I can look at you, please, you must tell me how am I to address you. Surely I can?t 
call you the anti-psychologist, can I?? asked P. 

?You could, but I would rather you address me with a simpler name. What did you call 
me last t ime?? 

?I don?t remember.?

?Then call me doctor.?

?Okay, doctor,? said P as he lif ted his head to, just barely, look at the doctor across the 
room. 

?Much better,? the doctor said with a smile. He then paused, taking a moment to think. 
?Now, what do you have to say to me?? 

?Oh, so much! I have so much to say to you. As you know, my wife didn?t want to have 
ch-?

 ?I remember you now. No, you?re definitely at the wrong place. Every time you come 
over here and talk to me about your problems, I tell you the same thing; I really don?t 
care about anything you have to say. I simply cannot relate to you.?

?But I pay you good money to listen to me! I give you top dollar to care about what I 
have to say, and I have some very important things to say!? P shouted as loud as his 
nerves would allow him. 

 ?No, you pay me to listen to the average, boring, commonplace troubles you have. But 
you couldn?t afford to pay me to care. Surely you know this by now, yes??
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?Yes, I know all of this! We?ve-? 

?And yet, you remain here. You, sir, don?t need my services,? concluded the doctor. 

?Oh, but why, oh why do I always come here? Why is the urge so overwhelming? I do 
need your services! Please, help me!? P pleaded. 

?You don?t get it, son. I?m not supposed to help; I am supposed to un-help. So unless that 
is what you?d like, you?re in the wrong establishment.? 

?Ok, then, maybe I need some un-helping!? P rushed, tripping over his words, saying 
anything he could to keep himself  from being expelled from the room. 

?P, go across the street; I?m not who you need. There you will f ind a psychologist to deal 
with your problems. She will l isten to you, care about you, and truly try to help you,? said 
the doctor, calmly.

?Doc, my legs cannot carry me that far, you know this.?

?Then drag yourself , for God?s sake. Do something for yourself . Don?t be so pathetic.?

?Can?t you just help me get there??

?I don?t help.?

?Isn?t there anything you can do??

 The doctor got up slowly, dressed in the shadows of the dark room. He reached into his 
desk, felt around for a moment and pulled from one of the drawers an enormous rope. 
He then approached P who, too scared to do anything but quiver, watched the doctor 
immobile from his chair. Without so much as a word, the anti-psychologist began 
binding P?s legs together. 

?What are you doing?? P asks. 

?I am un-helping you help yourself .?

?What? Can?t you carry me over, or call someone??

Once the man was f inished tying complex knots securing P?s legs together, he took a 
seat in his chair and the two of them sat in an uncomfortable silence. After a moment P 
f inally got up, attempted to take a step, and fell. Lying on the ground, face against the 
cold f loor of the off ice, he wiggled around as would a serpent if  it were trying to stand. 
All the while the doctor remained seated, laughing at his expense. P, f inally managing to 
prop himself  up, began bracing himself  against the desk and walls as a means to help 
maintain his balance and bring him steadily to his feet. P clumsily made his way to the 
front door, a combination of hopping and shuff l ing, as the doctor?s laughter grew 
increasingly malicious in tone. Once close, P lunged at the knob, clasping it between his 
sweaty hands, collapsing to his knees.  

?Open the door for me?? P whimpered, looking back at the amused doctor.

?No, do it yourself . I have not t ied your hands.?

?But I cannot leave in such a state?  free my feet, or I will fall perpetually; I?ll never make 
it,? he sobbed.

When the doctor made no move to assist him, he hopped toward the anti-psychologist?s 
desk and began looking for a sharp object to cut the rope binding his ankles together. He 
found scissors amongst the contents of the only drawer he managed to open.

Bobbing in place in order to build momentum, P pushed himself  onto the desk. He then 
turned onto his back, his feet in the air, and slowly began cutting the rope with the blunt 



scissors. It took nearly a quarter hour, but with a f inal sigh of relief, he sliced through the 
rope. Crossing the room, P turned the handle and opened the door, exiting the off ice 
without so much as looking back at the doctor. 

?Don?t come back!? the anti-psychologist shouted as P left. 

P leaned on the outside of the door for a moment, breathing heavily from the effort of 
freeing himself . He stood there, staring at the f loor, before turning back and re-entering 
the off ice.  

?Why have you come to see me?? asked the anti-psychologist with a smile. 
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Barbershop Protest
Trish Hopkinson

Aspen safety matchstick strikes protest signs within 

ignites sulfur friction at paraff in combustion. Exclamation 

points put across headstands dangling to the neck. Smoking 

barrels sucks in oozing wafts in whiskey drink 

down exhaust to the Glencairn glass.

Amber termites bend and break in 

scraped sandpaper. Roughsawn feet faces 

pavement, crowds cram catchphrases under f ingernails. Rip 

out teeth in drunken insects, chew on smoke 

signals under rawhide f lags stolen at masts. Breathe in 

buffalo feathers and beads stuck at oyster tongue.

Calloused borders snap off  scabs 

at f ingertipped bloody newspaper clipped.

Thumbtack sun to eyelids toothpicked, thirsty 

nightsticks torch pepper gas constellations padlocked 

to bike racks. Spoked shadows make 

the moon. Snap to it.

Rubber quartet.

Haircut.

?
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Eric had put on a new coat of paint

lif ted a few weights

taken a shower or two

but when he smiled

the black and rotting teeth

betrayed his true face

He was a hype, pure and simple

straight junkie street trash

He never had much to smile about, though

so it was easy to forget

what kind of guy he was

he could steal your wallet

get down on his hands and knees

help you look for it

You could see that Eric

badly needed to get clean

been around the block

so many times

could recite the parking restrictions

from memory

Detox, rehab, methadone maintenance

he?d given them a hundred tries

always found himself

back in the alley

lookin? for a spot

of virgin f lesh

to slide the needle in

We all thought Eric had got it this t ime

walkin? the walk

talkin? the talk

eyes clear

head held high
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but we all know

it takes just one whif f  of pussy

for a dog to come runnin?

so when Shelly batted her eyes

beckoned for him

to come hither

Eric was gone

he never gave it

a second thought

At Eric?s funeral

I walked up to Shelly

asked her

if  a few, quick fucks

from a limp, nodding addict

had been worth it

She didn?t answer

but it didn?t matter

It wasn?t her fault

if  it hadn?t been her

it would?ve been somebody else

with two legs

and a pulse

Eric was always running

that?s what he did

he ran and ran and

ran and, in the end

he just ran out

of road
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I Wish We Were In The Same Psychward
Shana Bulhan Haydock

i wish we were in the same psychward

so we could scream our way through the windows

so i could kiss you when the staff  weren't looking

    an interchange of smile to chickened breath

fallout sincere, an epicentre emerged

you submerge me, and i will swallow

all the fucking pills and we could yell

    for the nurse to fucking hurry up

  with our commodif ied drugs

i wish we were in the same psychward

so we could push notes through the walls

    draw tattoos on our feet

butter the puffs of bread

one for the other

rotten regurgitated stains on our sheets

fabric to remember

sign our names into cheap collages

       throw cups of juice down the hall

tear rif ts in the furniture

i wish we were in the same psychward

      so you'd know the mingle of this scar

           f ront to center, this isn't your mug shot

                but i want to remember you
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Admit
Marigny Michel

I imagine, 

endure, 

the precipitous moment

when I will after all invite you

into what I made yours 

the day you accused me 

of belonging to no one. 
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Out of mind after 

twenty minute meditation span,

spent in the dim room,

the dim, carpeted room, 

with one pane of

glass scenery, peering at

outside life looking in.

Pretzel-legged on the

ebony half  sphere pil low.

The eldest mantra has

returned to be declared

repeatedly until awakened

from the temporary cocoon.

The astral body sways.

The physical body sways.

The heavenly body is

tempted to collapse,

but straight l ine posture

keeps it intact and secure.

Voices made of 

celestial air conditioners

blow artif icial wind.

One statement of

unrecognizable power

swallows the shaded one whole.

Relapse of f if teen laps

around the one track mind,

perfectly centered within the self .

Geometric vision,

body symmetry.

Your f loating lips are art.

Kiss this canvas,

balanced on an organic easel.

For one relatively safe moment,

forget intertwining public f ingers.

Forget secret stairwell lovers.

Forget inadmissible evidence of

cottonmouth pressure and maroon 
cheeks.

Bow to the invisible.

The eyes align.

Dispose of all asinine pauses.

Return to the time of humble beginnings.
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The sun drips down, a blood orange leaking 

over thick pines piercing a blackened sky. 

When it sets, the spooks chatter up trees and jive 

their bones in dead heat near route 85. 

This dive-bar?s doors are always open beneath a neon red buzz. 

Out back, a f lowing needle hums with memories inked on skin. 

On a stool, the shaman sits palms up, spirits in mind and glass, 

he speaks of running with jackals to catch a burning moon. 

His hair stands on end as patrons slither towards him, 

graveyard of wandering bones with hollow eyes. 

He opens a book of leather bound tricks wrapped in fur 

and recites to the zombie congregation sipping toxic cocktails. 

Electric l ights f l icker then cut; lanterns spread their glow 

like growing leaves. Peeling back his shirt, the shaman 

reveals a window on his chest full of empty desert lands. 

The eerie drinkers sharpen their bottle-bottomed lenses. 

Conjuring buffalo, wild cats, horses, roaming free and roll ing 

through life cycles in their wake, skin stripped to bones to ash to birth to run 

revolving round until a thunderclap rains phone wires that plummet  

to the ground and suck land dry til l everything upon it chimes but no one answers.

Mutations writhe on junkyard piles, dripping acid over tin shacks of wise men 

beating out messages with f ire and blood, popping skulls l ike berries 

into a vast cauldron of cracked TV screens gurgling nuclear waste in pulsing waves.  

The shaman shuts the book, turning down his palms. 

His audience are piles of salt when the hand of divine  

rings out closing time. 

Soul Bar
Jennifer Brough
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Arthur Levine

Arthur Levine?s biography was stolen during a break-in that occurred on December 25, 
1966. Also taken were a Proctor Silex Percolater, Model 10930, a KitchenAid Toaster 
Oven, Model Number KCO201OB, and a banana that he had been planning to eat with his 
lunch.

Barry Yeoman

Barry Yeoman was educated at Bowling Green State Univ., The Univ. of Cincinnati, and 
The McGregor School of Antioch Univ., in creative writ ing, world classics, and the 
humanities. He is originally from Springf ield, Ohio and currently l ives in London, Ohio. 
His work has appeared, or is forthcoming in Red Booth Review, Futures Trading, Danse 
Macabre, Harbinger Asylum, Red Fez, Vine Leaves, Crack the Spine, Burningword Literary 
Journal, Two Hawks Quarterly, Wilderness House Literary Review, T he Rusty Nail, and 
Poetry Quarterly, among others. You can read more of his published work at 
www.redfez.net/member/1168/bookshelf

Carolyn Adams

Carolyn Adams' poetry and art have appeared in Caveat Lector, Trajectory, San Pedro 
River Review, Clare Literary Journal, and Common Ground Review, among others. She 
has edited and co-edited the poetry publications Curbside Review, Lily Literary Review, 
Ardent, and Mad Hatter's Review. Her chapbooks are Beautiful Strangers (Lily Press, 
2006), What Do You See? (Right Hand Pointing, 2007), and An Ocean of Names (Red 
Shoe Press, 2011). She has also been nominated for a Pushcart Prize, and was a f inalist 
for the post of 2013 Houston Poet Laureate.

C. F. Roberts

C.F. Roberts is a writer, visual artist, videographer and antimusician living in Northwest 
Arkansas with his wife, writer Heather Drain and a small menagerie of animals. He 
published and edited SHOCKBOX: T he Literary/Art Magazine with Teeth from 1991 to 
1996. He has numerous poetry, f iction and review publications to his credit, most 
recently in FEARLESS, GUT T ER ELOQUENCE, PARAPHILIA, BARKING SYCAMORES, 
PRESSURE PRESS, BLUE COLLAR REVIEW and ANTIQUE CHILDREN.

David E. Cowen

David E. Cowen is a sixth generation Texan and a licensed trial attorney. David authored 
a book of poetry, Sixth and Adams (2001), and has been published in online and hard 
copy journals in the United States, Great Britain and Australia. One of his poems was 
featured in the Canadian Broadcasting Company Radio?s Outfront program 2006 9/11 
tribute. Recent publications include an essay in This I Believe: On Motherhood (2012); a 
book review in CineAction Magazine; and two upcoming anthologies featuring horror 
short tories by David. His short story ?Goth T hing? is in the award winning anthology 
series Exotic Gothic. Recent Poems are in Harbinger Asylum and Dark Portals. He has 
been selected on multiple occasions for the juried anthology for the Austin International 
Poetry Festival. His poem ?Golem? was included in the Horror Writer?s Association?s 
2014 Poetry Showcase. Besides poems, a number of his short stories have appeared in 

Who Are Our Contributors? 
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various journals. He is a member of the Horror Writer? Association, the World Fantasy 
Convention, the Academy of American Poets, the Poetry Society of Texas and is a 
lifetime member and President of the Gulf Coast Poets Chapter of the Poetry Society of 
Texas.

David Stallings

David Stallings was born in the U.S. South, raised in Alaska and Colorado before settl ing 
in the Pacif ic Northwest. Once an academic geographer, he has long worked to promote 
public transportation in the Puget Sound area. His poems have appeared in several 
North American and U.K. l iterary journals and anthologies, and in Resurrection Bay, a 
recent chapbook.

Gary Mielo

A freelance writer whose articles have appeared in various publications, including The 
New York Times, The Washington Post, The San Francisco Chronicle, Keyboard magazine, 
and Writer?s Digest, Gary Mielo worked as a reporter for several newspapers and as a 
college professor of journalism, communications, and f ilm studies. For this piece, ?I 
wanted to create a visual impression of some early-1960s vagabond characters.?

henry 7. reneau, jr. 

henry 7. reneau, jr. writes words in f ire to wake the world ablaze: free verse il luminated 
by courage that empathizes with all the awful moments, launching a freight train 
warning that blazes from the heart, l ike a chambered bullet exploding inadvertently. 
now, runantellyomamaboutdat!!

Howie Good

Howie Good's latest book of poetry is The Complete Absence of Twilight (2014) from 
MadHat Press. He has several poetry books forthcoming, including Fugitive Pieces (Right 
Hand Press) and Buddha & Co (Plain Wrap Press).

Jennifer Brough

Jennifer Brough works in publishing and writes on the side. She has been published in 
online and print magazines. Asides from words, she likes baking and vinyl. 

Jeremiah Walton

I'm Jeremiah Walton. I'm 19 and from N.H. (USA), where I'm currently working to save up 
funds needed to relaunch Books & Shovels, a traveling pop-up bookstore. I manage 
Nostrovia! Poetry and its children. I write at Gatsby's Abandoned Children.

John Greiner

John Greiner?s poetry and f iction has appeared in numerous magazines including Street 
Value, Newtown Literary, BlazeVOX, Sein und Werden and H_NGM_N. His chapbooks, 
pamphlets and collections of short stories include, Bodega Roses (Good Cop/Bad 
CopPress, New London, CT ), Modulation Age (Wandering Head Press, New London, CT) 
Shooting Side Glances (ISMs Press, Manchester, UK) and Relics From a Hell?s Kitchen 
Pawn Shop, (Ronin Press, London, UK). 
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John Grey

John Grey is an Australian born poet. Recently published in Paterson Literary Review, 
Southern California Review and Natural Bridge with work upcoming in the Kerf, Leading 
Edge and Louisiana Literature.

Kat Lewis

An alchemist of semantics, Kat Lewis transmutes graphemes and phonemes into tales 
that chronicle human frailty. An author of four novels and two feature length 
screenplays, she f inds herself  a slave to words and their meanings. When she isn?t 
writ ing or rewrit ing, Lewis directs short f ilms and pursues a degree in Writing Seminars 
at The Johns Hopkins University.

Kitty Oberly

Kitty Oberly is a current student at Pennsylvania College of Art and Design, majoring in 
Il lustration. She enjoys creating art, reading, l istening to or creating music, learning 
about the world, wishing she could make a mill ion graphic novels, trying to write and 
talking to animals. Her art can be seen anywhere from schools, art galleries and other 
planets.
Laura Kitzmiller

Laura lives in Boulder, CO where she is a 2nd year graduate student in the 
Contemplative Counseling Psychology program at Naropa University. She also 
graduated from the University of Kansas with a B.A. in Creative Writing in 2010. Her 
work has been previously published in literary journals including Vagabonds and the 
Blue Island Review.

Marigny Michel

Marigny Michel studied creative writ ing with Mona Simpson, Stephen Yenser, et al, at 
UCLA. She has published essays, f iction, and poetry in journals such as Calyx, 
"Uncradled"; The Louisiana Review, "What You Have Bricked Up In the Wall"; Elohi 
Gadugi Journal,"Ashes for Wednesday"; Pilgrimage,"Excidio" & "Leaves of Stained Silk"; 
and many more.

Matthew R Laurion

Matthew R. Laurion is an ex-paperboy turned story-teller. He?s always liked to throw 
words around and thinks it wouldn?t be so bad get paid for it again someday.  Apart from 
writ ing, Matthew also produces a literary podcast for musicians, poets and prose writers 
to tout their talent. Listen and submit at www.WordOfT heDayRadio.org  Interested (for 
whatever the hell reason) parties can reach Matthew at: matthewlaurion@gmail.com 

He thanks you most humbly for reading his rambling rants.

Max Mundan

Max Mundan is the alter ego of poet/provocateur David Rutter . Or is it the other way 
around? Max Mundan is far from certain. He has been published in a slew of magazines 
and literary journals, including T he Metric, Vagabonds, Dressing Room Poetry Journal, 
Eunoia Review, the Stone Path Review, Agave, Typehouse Magazine and the Los Angeles 
Times, to name but a few. He operates popular websites at maxmundan.com and 
maxmundan.tumblr.com. can be found online at twitter.com/ thephillane
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Mitchell Krockmalnik Grabois

Mitchell Krockmalnik Grabois? poems and f ictions have appeared in hundreds of l iterary 
magazines in the U.S. and abroad. He is a regular contributor to T he Prague Revue, and 
has been thrice nominated for the Pushcart Prize. His novel, Two-Headed Dog, based on 
his work as a clinical psychologist in a state hospital, is available for 99 cents from 
Kindle and Nook, or as a print edition.

Neil S Reddy

Neil S. Reddy - owns an apple tree, writes short stories and was once mistaken for 
somebody popular in Toronto; he stil l doesn't know who it was.

Philippe Refghi

Philippe Refghi is a former federal and provincial government candidate from the region 
surrounding Montreal. He holds a Bachelor of Arts in Polit ical Science and Philosophy. 
He is an avid reader, writer and musician. His literary vision can be described by a 
famous phrase by Kafka: " a book must be an axe for the frozen sea within us".

Shana Bulhan Haydock

Shana Bulhan Haydock is a young, South Asian, trans*/nonbinary and queer writer, artist 
and activist. They currently reside in Massachusetts, USA, though they grew up mostly in 
India. They work with The Freedom Center, a radical mental health collective that hopes 
to provide sanctuary for psychiatric survivors. Shana?s work has appeared or will appear 
in such publications as Reveries & Rage, Window Cat Press, The Outrider Review, 
(parenthetical) zine, aaduna literary magazine, and the Everyday Abolit ion project. You 
may also f ind more information on Shana?s personal website: www.cruxate.com

T. A. Stanley

T. A. Stanley is currently a graduate student at New York University, where she studies 
Gender Polit ics. She recently began writ ing a series of f lash f ictions pieces that address 
the thin lines drawn between love and obsession and the violences attended to these 
emotions. She uses magical and fantastic elements to il luminate the ways in which the 
lived experience of "womanhood" has made her feel through embodiments of these 
emotions in surreal acts and transformations.  

Tom Pescatore

Tom Pescatore grew up outside Philadelphia dreaming of the endless road ahead, 
carrying the idea of the fabled West in his heart. He maintains a poetry blog: 
amagicalmistake.blogspot.com. His work has been published in literary magazines both 
nationally and internationally but he'd rather have them carved on the Walt Whitman 
bridge or on the sidewalks of Philadelphia's old Skid Row.

Trish Hopkinson

I have always loved words ? in fact, my mother tells everyone I was born with a pen in 
my hand. I have two chapbooks Emissions and Pieced Into Treetops, and have been 
published in several anthologies and journals, including The Found Poetry Review, 
Chagrin River Review, and Reconnaissance Magazine. I am a project manager by 
profession and reside in Utah with my handsome husband and our two outstanding 
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children. You can follow my poetry adventures on my poetry page 
http:/ / trishhopkinson.com/ .

Z. M. Wise

Z. M. Wise is a poet and poetry activist, writ ing since his f irst steps as a child. He has 
been a written-word poet for almost two decades, and a spoken-word poet for four 
years. He is an Assistant Editor of Harbinger Asylum, a Houston-based, internationally 
known poetry magazine. He is co-owner of Transcendent Zero Press, an independent 
publishing house for poetry, with his dear friend and founder Dustin Pickering. He hosts 
a weekly reading at San Jacinto College. His f irst book of poetry, 'Take Me Back, 
Kingswood Clock,' published by MavLit, is available as both a hard copy and ebook on 
Amazon, Barnes & Noble, Nook, and Kindle. This second book, being released by 
Transcendent Zero Press, 'The Wandering Poet,' will be released on September 15. The 
motto that keeps him going: POETRY LIVES! Mr. Wise will make sure to spread that 
message and the love of poetry, making sure it remains vibrant for the rest of his days 
and beyond. 
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Gee wilikers!

The hybrid crossword puzzle - word search phenomena has reccurred!

Lurking in the jumble above are 15 words waiting to be discovered. They have chosen to 
hide in the most chaotic of fashion; deying any rigid sense of order, they have taken up 
positions forwards, backwards, sideways, diagonally, and any such way that might 
provoke confusion. Fortunately, these words have left some evidence.

Literary-adventurers are advised to consult the next page before setting out on their 
expeditions. They, meaning you, are also encouraged to make use of whatever sort of 
divining tools or technologies available.

Bon voyage!
~Valdon

Last issue's (Vol 3.1) words: howl, allusion, [b]emused*, weasel, gonzo, japhy ryder, kesey, 
alliteration, irony, juxtaposition, kerfuffle, jabberwocky, wilde, carousal, portmanteaux

*due to an undetected anomaly in editor precision, the b was dropped from bemused in the word 
search resulting in most copies being printed with only emused in the actual word search. 
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Crossword Search Clues

1. Last name of co-founder of the Jack Kerouac School of Disembodied Poetics and current director 
of the school's annual Summer Writing Program. She is known for commitment to experimental 
forms of poetry and the ritualized performance of her spoken word pieces. (6 Letters)

2. A genre that is characterized by a declining society that draws attention to analogous real world 
social issues through the use of totalitarianism, environmental catastrophe, dehumanization, 
gender, polit ics, religion, psychology, and technology among other issues. Examples include: Brave 
New World, Ninteen Eighty-Four, Watchmen (graphic novel). (8 Letters)

3. A protagonist or other leading character who lacks the qualit ies conventionally attributed to 
heroes, or at the very least, calls these ?heroic? traits into question and moral ambiguity. (8 letters)

4. Last name of the inf luential science f iction author who worked extensively with sociological, 
polit ical, psychological, and metaphysical themes. His novels and short stories have been the 
inspiration and source material for many movies such as Total Recall, A Scanner Darkly, Minority 
Report, Blade Runner, and many others. (4 letters)

5. The term describing artwork without color, that uses only blacks, whites, and greys. (10 letters)

6. The second word in the tit le of Lorraine Hansberry?s most famous play. This tit le is an allusion to 
line from a contemporary artist?s poem: ?What happens to a dream deferred? /  Does it dry up like 
____?. This play focuses on the struggle of Black Americans living in Chicago under the stress of 
racial segregation and prejudice. (6 letters)

7. A subgenre of science f iction that is often set in a technological dystopia emphasizing the 
breakdown of social order, new technologies (such as cybernetics, artif icial intell igence, and 
cyberspace), and dominance of mega corporations. Examples include: Neuromancer (novel), Johnny 
Mnemonic (f ilm), and Ghost in the Shell (manga and anime f ilm). (10 letters)

8. A literary device that introduces an implausible event (such as the introduction of a new 
character, a sudden new ability, or divine intervention) in order to resolve the story?s conflict. 
Because the use of this device typically undermines the climax, intensity, and denouement of the 
story it is often crit icized as the mark of an underdeveloped plot. (13 letters, technically 3 words)

9. Last name of the Canadian novelist, poet, environmental activist, and winner of the Arthur 
C. Clark award for science f iction. Two (of her many) notable works include The Handmaiden?s Tale 
and Oryx and Crake. (6 Letters)

10. A style of l iterature in which a life narrative is given through a f irst person interview with 
the author. The story of Esteban Montejo told in Biografía de un cimarrón (transcribed and edited by 
Miguel Barnet) was the inauguration of this l iterary form, which often focuses on the lives of 
marginalized members of society. (10 letters)

11. The element of l iterature that makes an audience tense, anxious, and hungering for more 
information. It provokes intense wonder about ?what happens next?? This element underlies the 
situations and events that build to a climax and denouement within the story arc. (8 letters) 

12. First name of poet, social activist, playwright, and novelist who was a key leader in the 
Harlem Renaissance and a pioneer of jazz poetry. Some of his famous works include the poetry 
book Montage of a Dream Deferred and short story collection The Ways of White Folks. (8 letters)

13. The birth place of novelist, poet, and short story writer Roberto Bolaño, who is often 
considered the most impactful Spanish language author and was hailed as the most inf luential 
writer of his generation shortly before his death. His works often focus on the purpose of l iterature 
and its relationship to life. Some of his works include Los detectives salvajes, 2666, and the novella 
Noctruno de Chile.  (5 letters)

14. A Japanese photography term. The aesthetic quality of the blur in the out-of-focus areas 
or areas outside of the depth of focus within a photograph. (5 letters)

15. The setting, in terms of location, for Paolo Bacigalupi?s novel The Wind of Girl and his 
short story Yellow Card Man, which is a prequel to the novel. These stories occur in the 23rd 
century. (8 letters)
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Weasel Press
Weasel Press is a new independent publisher still figuring 
things out in the literary world. We?re dedicated in seeking 
quality writers and helping them get a voice in an already 
loud world. We?re a little rusty at the moment since things 
are still under construction, but we hope to build a great 
reputation!

Our first publication was Vagabonds: Anthology of the 
Mad Ones, a literary magazine that is still printing and still 
growing. From there we?ve grown into a few other titles. 
This past year we?ve released two issues ofVagabonds, 
partnered with Mind Steady Productions to bring an electric 
issue of Open Mind, and dove into the darker world with 
The Haunted Traveler. We?ve got a lot of plans for the near 
future, so stick around and watch us grow into something 
awesome!

Please view our Current Publications to get a better feel for 
what we?ll be doing in the future! We gladly accept all 
questions, comments, concerns through email at 

systmaticwzl@gmail.com

http://www.weaselpress.com

http://www.facebook.com/weaselpress
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Weasel Press 
Fund Raiser

We're an independent publisher looking at releasing the 
most dedicated writers and poets. We've got a solid mix of 
people on our list for the first few releases this year and 
we'd like to keep pushing forward into a larger scale of 
publishing. It is our goal to raise awareness for emerging 
artists and writers. 

We have big plans, including a small scale documentary 
focusing on the "death" of poetry. We're in the process of 
interviewing several poets and shooting several poetry 
readings; gathering footage and thoughts on the current 
state of the poetry world. In short it lives, but not in the 
manner we'd want it to live in. So we're being proactive and 
getting more noise for an endangered species. 

We want to continue focusing on the topics we enjoy and 
bring about some of the best writers you'll ever experience. 
You can help us at our go fund me page below or at the 
paypal email address listed. If you can't donate financially, 
Weasel Press is always looking for interested people. To 
find out other ways you can help just shoot us a message!

Paypal: hitchingpoets@hotmail.com

http://www.gofundme/weaselpress
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